. The picture of the commercial microneedle roller (DRS Dermaroller System 600, Derma Roller System, Ltd., Genmany). There are 10 rows on the head, with 60 needles per row. The space between rows is 2 mm. The derma roller comes in several different needle lengths depending on the treatment. In this paper, 0.5-mm-long, 1.0-mm-long and 1.5-mm-long models are used. The simplified model is shown in Figure S3 . A square two-dimensional domain of the tissue had a 10 μm thick gold electrode applied on the bottom as the right half of Figure   S1 shows. To simplify the model, we treated that the electric conductivity of the tissue was homogeneous everywhere, and the high-resistance corneum was ignored. The conductivity of the gold and tissue was set as 4.5 MS/m and 0.1 S/m, respectively. [1] If using the proposed method in this paper, the effect of the microneedle roller could cause a series microchannel in the skin as shown in left of Figure S1 . The geometric shape of the microchannel was cone with 125 μm diameter and 500 μm height, and they were connecting with the gold electrode. [2] The model utilized the Electric Currents module to fully capture the electric field contribution to solve the following equations:
Here denotes the current vector (A) and represents the electric field vector (V/m).
is electric charge (C), is potential (V).
The boundary condition: The left electrode was set as 50 V, and the right electrode was set as Ground. The other boundaries were set as electric insulation except two vertical boundaries, and they were defined as periodic boundary to simulate the actual situation better. siRNA. It was shown that the skin was healthy, the color of pre-depilated skin was gray or black, suggesting hair growth cycle has switched from telogen, to catagen or anagen.
Accordingly, some hair has regrown out from the skin. 
